Paul Tillich at M.I.T

Dr. Tillich, how do you go about having an experience with the holy? The crowning question and triumph of Dr. Paul Tillich's arguments at his Tuesday evening speech was met with a murmur of anticipation among the audience, and naturally an answer by Professor Tillich of Systematic Theology.

Tillich had developed the concept of the holy and its relation to man in his speech, where he pointed out that no man is so empty that he holds nothing sacred to himself. Nor was there any being who could stand for one minute the absolute meaninglessness of his existence that is possessed by Tillich. Tillich uses the gods as our symbols of encounter with the holy. In direct answer to the question, he pointed out that this question is only self deception and it is impossible to deny ultimate meaning and concerns in every thing. We should keep an open mind to all things wisely and wisely to those which we do not understand. Running away or trying to escape from the mystical, Tillich said, would not work. "Take seriously every little thing." The absurdity of the question Does God Exist? was what brought Paul Tillich from Harvard to M.I.T's Kresge Auditorium. Speaking before a sizeable audience, he said:

"The question of existence belongs to a later time and in itself the work of an authentic symbol born out of the midst of religion. The crowning question and triumph of Dr. Tillich's arguments at his Tuesday evening speech was met with a murmur of anticipation among the audience, and naturally an answer by Professor Tillich of Systematic Theology. Tillich had developed the concept of the holy and its relation to man in his speech, where he pointed out that no man is so empty that he holds nothing sacred to himself. Nor was there any being who could stand for one minute the absolute meaninglessness of his existence that is possessed by Tillich. Tillich uses the gods as our symbols of encounter with the holy. In direct answer to the question, he pointed out that this question is only self deception and it is impossible to deny ultimate meaning and concerns in every thing. We should keep an open mind to all things wisely and wisely to those which we do not understand. Running away or trying to escape from the mystical, Tillich said, would not work. "Take seriously every little thing." The absurdity of the question Does God Exist? was what brought Paul Tillich from Harvard to M.I.T's Kresge Auditorium. Speaking before a sizeable audience, he said:

"The question of existence belongs to a later time and in itself the work of an authentic symbol born out of the midst of religion."

Guatemala & Arnold, Engineering Associates

Among the exhibitors is Marvin Manheim '59. Mr. Manheim shows a skill in water and oils comparable to his already well-known skill with gasoline. His paintings include images of the pre-existing preoccupation with the mystical, and brown oblongs, covering it with a flat green cloth, and stretching the design of the tree through the coat.

Other exhibitors include Giselle Newbery '59, whose "bouquet on the cherry Tree looking Towards Blil. and Harvest," in intense reds and blacks, is the most eye-catch- ing work in the show. Also showing are Calvin Swift '59, George W. Nordrum '59, Conrad Wilson '59, and brown oblongs, covering it with a flat green coat, and stretching the design of the tree through the coat.

Other exhibitors include Giselle Newbery '59, whose "bouquet on the cherry Tree looking Towards Blil. and Harvest," in intense reds and blacks, is the most eye-catch- ing work in the show. Also showing are Calvin Swift '59, George W. Nordrum '59, Conrad Wilson '59, and brown oblongs, covering it with a flat green coat, and stretching the design of the tree through the coat.

"Paintings from Field X", an exhibition by MIT students, is through April 25th. The title derives from Field Ten of the Agamon. The artists on display include:

- I. S. L. L. X. S.
- M. L. X. S.
- D. L. X. S.
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